CRITICAL REFUGE:

SCULPTURES BY MOHAMAD HAFEZ
The sculptures of artist and architect Mohamad Hafez, inspired by contemporary Syria, offer an
opportunity to study dynamic artwork in relation to the creative practices and urgent politics that inform
them. In Summer 2017, Professor Zareena Grewal and PhD candidate Najwa Mayer advised an
interdisciplinary team of graduate and undergraduate students who explored the complex contexts that
critically place Hafez’s works within cultural representations of Syria. The students interpreted Hafez’s
sculptures alongside his studio practice, in consistent conversation with the artist. Together they
produced a digital program for this exhibit, with multigenre resources for research and inquiry: www.
criticalrefuge.com.
Critical Refuge brings into conversation two fraught ideas of “refuge”: as a place of political protection
and as a space of reflective creation. But, this project critically reconceptualizes spaces of political and
creative “refuge” beyond absolute associations of removal, separation, security, or sanctuary. Instead,
it asks how such “safe” places are socially made, politically unstable, and multiply entangled in relation
to troubled elsewheres.
Hafez’s sculptures reflect his engagement with a place, real and imagined, from an unsettled distance.
They are invented environments inspired by urban Syrian landscapes as well as forced displacements
from them, including his family’s migrations. From the artist’s Connecticut studio, the sculptures are
assembled with found objects and collected narratives. For Hafez, these narratives of Syria include
personal memories, family stories, postcolonial histories (and their aftereffects), as well as mainstream
circulations in media culture.
The exhibit begins where Hafez, too, begins: the Westville studio he names a “refuge.” Julia Rooney’s
photographs depict Hafez’s artistic “refuge” as intently connected to a Syrian imaginary by way of
representation, including documentary images and media accounts covering his walls. Close-range
photographs also depict a collection of materials meticulously organized like an architect’s vocabulary,
awaiting Hafez’s handling.
The incalculable fragments photographed come together in complex sculptures within the main gallery.
This survey of Hafez’s work spans 2009-2016, before and after the ongoing warfare in Syria. Often
named a “civil war,” the conflict involves multiple state actors and histories of international policy.
Recent histories of global violence, security practices, and refugee migrations resulting from the
multinational War on Terror are particularly relevant to Hafez’s current work.
Taken together the sculptures consider the material consequences of war, violence, and migration in
relation to visual remnants of life, culture, and time. Hafez’s intricate and evocative artworks invite us to
think both visually and politically about our relationships to the places we build or destroy, and to those
where we may never return.
On view Wednesday, August 30 through Wednesday, December 20, 2017.

